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NPR reporter Shereen Marisol Meraji recently dropped in on a professional-etiquette class
for teens to see what they made of traditional chivalry. “I can open my own door. I don’t
see the point,” 18-year-old Chiamaka Njoku told her. “Most of these doors are automatic
anyway.”
But the young woman took a less progressive stance on the topic of money: “If a man wants
to pay for the whole meal, I would not stop him,” she said. Why, as other sexist institutions
gradually dissolve, does this one stubbornly hang on?
A survey released yesterday morning found that about 77 percent of people in straight
relationships believe men should pay the bill on a first date. The survey, put together by the
financial website NerdWallet, polled roughly 1,000 people who had been dating their
partners for six months or more.
The company’s survey indicates that, in the early stages of courting, the pressure to pay
falls primarily on men, but this imbalance hardly dissolves as the relationship progresses.
Fifty-six percent of men foot the bill in full once they’re in an established relationship, and,
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even further down the line, 36 percent of men pay all of household bills, versus 14 percent
of women. There’s not much in the way of historical data on the question of who pays for
dates, but the findings of a 1985 poll suggest that very little has changed in the past 30
years.
But in the past five decades, more and more women have become breadwinners, at least in
the U.S. Between 1960 and 2011, the proportion of two-parent U.S. households in which
the mother earned all or most of the income roughly quadrupled. And in 1977, 34 percent
of General Social Survey respondents rejected the idea that men should work and women
should stay at home, but this figure was 64 percent in 2010.
Some researchers have speculated about why, even in light of these big-picture changes,
the expectation to pay for dates falls to men. “As social roles start to change, people often
embrace the changes that make their lives easier, but resist the changes that make their
lives more difficult,” David Frederick, a professor of psychology at Chapman University,
told The Huffington Post last summer. “Who pays for dates … is one arena where women
may be resisting gender changes more than men,” he suggested.
Last year, Frederick co-authored a study larger than NerdWallet’s—one that reached about
17,000 people—which also found that men tend to pay for dates. In the study, he and his
co-authors called paying for dates “a rare case” in which women are incentivized not to
fight old-school gender dynamics. This same logic might explain why men who are okay
stepping down as breadwinners aren’t as eager to step up to the demands of parenting and
homemaking. (The scope of Frederick’s study was wider than NerdWallet’s too, and,
interestingly, 39 percent of its female respondents admitted that they hoped men would
reject their offers to help pay.)
Who’s expected to pay for a date may seem trivial—some would even argue that covering
the tab is a form of respecting women—but there’s reason to believe that this minor,
“benevolent” form of sexism can lead to a fraught question of what the man is then owed.
A 1985 study published in Psychology of Women Quarterly presented subjects with a
variety of fictional dating scenarios—mixing up who invited whom, who paid, and the
venue—and asked them to evaluate the acceptability of the sexual encounter that followed.
Disturbingly, they found that money contorted men’s opinions of sexual consent. “Rape
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was rated as more justifiable,” the authors wrote, “when the man paid all the dating
expenses rather than splitting the costs with the woman.” Culturally speaking, 1985 may
seem distant, but the study's conclusion apparently hasn’t become any less relevant (or
urgent): A more recent study, from 2010, found that men were more likely than women to
think that sex should be expected when a man pays for an expensive date.
Through all these disconcerting findings, David Frederick still saw one data point that
inspired optimism. Almost half of the men surveyed in the study he co-authored said that
they would break up with a woman if she never offered to help pay the bill on a date. “In
this single telling finding about dating and paying interactions, we see evidence of a sea
change,” he and fellow authors wrote.
Ultimately, though, financial chivalry is in need of an even larger revision, seeing as it
overlooks the possibility of gay relationships. Steven Petrow, who writes an LGBT advice
column for The Washington Post, talked to NPR about this. “In the gay community, you
didn’t have that tradition to fall back on,” he said, and he went on to suggest that straight
couples would do well to understand how two men or two women negotiate a financial
situation without gendered expectations. His rule? "You invite, you pay."
Petrow’s clear-minded approach applies to holding the door, too: “The one who gets to the
door first, please open the door for yourself and the person who’s behind you,” he advised
flatly. If only it were that simple.
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